EC Declaration of Conformity

Lindab Panel AB, Luleå, Sweden, a Company in the Lindab Group,

Hereby declares that

The CE marking and the specified declarations (see current) of the products

- **LINDAB PANEL STENULL BASE** with thickness 85-100-120-150-175-200-240-300 and
- **LINDAB PANEL STENULL PLUS** with thickness 50-85-100-120-150-175-200-240-300

With surface patterns: 100, 200, 600, Random, 1200T, 1200W and 1200XW

Used as external and internal wall or ceiling

Is in accordance with

- **Construction Products Directive 89/106/EEC** and
- Applicable parts (below) of **EN 14509:2006** (Self-supporting double skin metal faced insulating panels - Factory made products – Specifications) and **EN 14509:2006/AC:2008**

Concerning the Characteristics

- Mechanical resistance,
- Thermal transmittance,
- Reaction to fire,
- Tensile strength,
- Water permeability,
- Air permeability,
- Dimensional variation and
- Durability

Notified laboratory is **SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, Building Technology and Mechanics, Borås, Sweden.**

Johan Andersson

Product Manager, Lindab Panel AB